Pre K Class December Newsletter
November flew! In three short weeks, we packed a lot in and had
lots of fun with LEGOs, learning about kinetic and potential
energy, and of course some fun with “Don't Let the Pigeon Drive
the Bus”.
With only 2 weeks of class in December we have a lot we want to
get in too! Our first class is all about shapes, we will discuss the
difference between 2D and 3D shapes and go on a shape
scavenger hunt around the school.
Our last class before break will be Santa’s science class and
include some fun experiments with slime, reindeer toothpaste and
making an elf trap.
We continue to use our coding skills with our coding mouse and
also bring out the rollercoaster tubes for them to build with as they
love making them and it’s great to see how each week they get
better and better with their knowledge of how best to build and
work together.

Starting in January we will be doing a STEAMER OF THE WEEK.
Each week a student will bring in something to share. It can be an
experiment that we do together or something they have made at
home or a collection they have. All we ask is that it is based on
STEAM ideas. Some examples that we have had before are a
LEGO creation they have built, a shell collection, pressed flowers,
a lava lamp experiment, making play dough, toy robots, a rock
collection, dinosaur eggs, melting ice blocks or a piece of art they
have created. This will be child led so just let me know how long
we might need and any instructions. I will send a sign up genius in
December. We have 16 weeks left and 16 students so everyone
will get to share & I can’t wait to see what they will bring in!
Happy holidays!
Ms. Jess and Ms. Jamielynne

